
snakebyte® Invites you to Switch to a Better Controller with the Announcement of the Wireless 
GAME:PAD S PRO™ for Nintendo® Switch™  

Professional Grade Game Pad Offers Wireless Bluetooth® Technology and Superior Control 

San Diego, CA – July 27th 2017 – snakebyte® group, leading innovators of consumer electronics hardware, announced today the launch of the 
Wireless GAME:PAD S PRO™, a superior quality, professional grade controller for us with Nintendo® Switch™ and one of the first third party 
wireless controllers to be available for the system. 

Expected to begin shipping in Fall 2017, the Wireless GAME:PAD S PRO follows the recent announcement of a second wave of Switch 
compatible accessories from the hardware group and follows the Company’s tradition of being amongst the first to market with quality products 
for the Switch gamer.

Designed to connect wirelessly to the Nintendo Switch using the same Bluetooth® technology as standard JoyCon™ controllers, the Wireless 
GAME:PAD S PRO offers the precision control of an authentic console game pad, without sacrificing the ease of connectivity and low-latency 
enjoyed by Switch owners. High-quality analog thumbsticks and digital d-pad combine with dual-vibration motors, delivering enhanced haptic 
feedback for the complete gaming experience. 

Switch owners will immediately appreciate the difference delivered by the high-performance build quality and familiar controller layout, while the 
integrated Capture Button allows players to snap their favourite moments in an instant! Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries charge the controller 
ultra-quickly and the Wireless GAME:PAD S PRO also features a user-assigned turbo function to add further customisation to gaming sessions.

“After its impressive start at retail, Nintendo Switch has continued to capture the imagination of gamers worldwide and snakebyte are excited to 
deliver a truly authentic console game pad for those serious about gaming performance,” said Nick Repenning, CEO for snakebyte USA. 
“snakebyte enjoyed a successful launch for the Switch thanks to being first to market with a range of quality peripherals for the console and we’re 
excited to build upon this success with the Wireless GAME:PAD S PRO, one of the first Bluetooth® controllers to launch, and a product that we 
believe enhances the Switch experience.”

In addition to the Wireless GAME:PAD S PRO, snakebyte will also be launching a wired version of the controller with the GAME:PAD S. Expected 
to ship alongside the wireless variant the wired controller is identical in build and design, connecting effortlessly to the USB socket of the Nintendo 
Switch, delivering premium performance for gamers not in need of a wireless connection.

For more information, follow snakebyte on Facebook, and Twitter.

About Snakebyte
Established in Germany 1997, the snakebyte group is a leading global provider of consumer electronics. The Company has offices in Germany, 
Shenzhen, the US and Hong Kong and develops and distributes a wide selection of products specializing in connected media devices, gaming, 
simulation, drones & RC products. In addition, the Company provides its services in the OEM/ODM sector, working with partners to realise their 
goals and stay ahead of the competition.



The snakebyte group have high levels of expertise in hardware engineering and software development, experts at creating an ecosystem in which 
technology and media can co-exist and provide state-of-the-art experiences for the consumer.

All company and product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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